PREFACE

The VA Evidence-based Synthesis Program (ESP) was established in 2007 to provide timely and accurate syntheses of targeted healthcare topics of particular importance to clinicians, managers, and policymakers as they work to improve the health and healthcare of Veterans. QUERI provides funding for four ESP Centers, and each Center has an active University affiliation. Center Directors are recognized leaders in the field of evidence synthesis with close ties to the AHRQ Evidence-based Practice Centers. The ESP is governed by a Steering Committee comprised of participants from VHA Policy, Program, and Operations Offices, VISN leadership, field-based investigators, and others as designated appropriate by QUERI/HSR&D.

The ESP Centers generate evidence syntheses on important clinical practice topics. These reports help:

- Develop clinical policies informed by evidence;
- Implement effective services to improve patient outcomes and to support VA clinical practice guidelines and performance measures; and
- Set the direction for future research to address gaps in clinical knowledge.

The ESP disseminates these reports throughout VA and in the published literature; some evidence syntheses have informed the clinical guidelines of large professional organizations.

The ESP Coordinating Center (ESP CC), located in Portland, Oregon, was created in 2009 to expand the capacity of QUERI/HSR&D and is charged with oversight of national ESP program operations, program development and evaluation, and dissemination efforts. The ESP CC establishes standard operating procedures for the production of evidence synthesis reports; facilitates a national topic nomination, prioritization, and selection process; manages the research portfolio of each Center; facilitates editorial review processes; ensures methodological consistency and quality of products; produces “rapid response evidence briefs” at the request of VHA senior leadership; collaborates with HSR&D Center for Information Dissemination and Education Resources (CIDER) to develop a national dissemination strategy for all ESP products; and interfaces with stakeholders to effectively engage the program.

Comments on this evidence report are welcome and can be sent to Nicole Floyd, ESP CC Program Manager, at Nicole.Floyd@va.gov.


This report is based on research conducted by the Evidence-based Synthesis Program (ESP) Coordinating Center located at the Portland VA Health Care System, Portland, OR, funded by the Department of Veterans Affairs, Veterans Health Administration, Office of Research and Development, Quality Enhancement Research Initiative. The findings and conclusions in this document are those of the author(s) who are responsible for its contents; the findings and conclusions do not necessarily represent the views of the Department of Veterans Affairs or the United States government. Therefore, no statement in this article should be construed as an official position of the Department of Veterans Affairs. No investigators have any affiliations or financial involvement (eg, employment, consultancies, honoraria, stock ownership or options, expert testimony, grants or patents received or pending, or royalties) that conflict with material presented in the report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

After a reported access crisis in the VHA involving long wait times, the 2014 Veterans Access, Choice, and Accountability Act (VACCA) was passed. It established the Veterans Choice Program or “Choice” to expand Veterans’ access to community providers when VHA medical facilities have long wait times or when geographic accessibility is excessively burdensome. Choice provider network inadequacy is one challenge that stemmed from implementing a complex program under an aggressive timeline. Accordingly, the VHA is planning to replace and expand existing community care networks.

Quality, efficiency, and costs of surgeries still vary greatly among community providers. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) defines quality of care as “the degree to which health services for individuals increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge.” Performance measurement is the regular collection of data on health care processes, experiences, and/or patient outcomes for use in characterizing variation in quality and efficiency across providers and facilities. The Office of Community Care is considering adopting performance measures to identify eligible community orthopedic and cardiac surgery providers that meet certain minimum requirements.

A significant barrier to the Office of Community Care in selecting performance measures for determining community provider eligibility is that there are a large number of measures meant as indirect indicators of health outcomes (eg, readmissions, process measures, etc) but uncertainty about their actual association with health outcomes (eg, mortality, quality of life, or function). The purpose of our review was to determine whether such performance measures are associated with health outcomes and compare their measurement burden and unintended consequences.

Summary of Findings

All-cause 30-day readmission is a moderate-strength indicator of 30-day mortality for coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG). Thirty-day readmission is a weaker indicator of early mortality for hip replacement. The correlations with early mortality are modest (eg, \( R \) range, 0.32 to 0.38; OR 1.14), but consistent. Thirty-day readmission would likely be feasible to collect as all community Medicare providers are already mandated to collect this information, but several potential limitations must be considered, such as lack of consensus on case-mix adjustment methods, whether to include socioeconomic status (SES), and difficulties capturing readmissions to non-index hospitals. Although the use of 30-day mortality as a measure of quality has recently been questioned, a recent VHA study reinforced its usefulness as a surrogate for long-term outcomes and disputed its susceptibility to gaming.

Adherence to standardized CABG wait time protocols, a set of cardiac surgery process measures, and a specific cardiac surgery antibiotic prophylaxis guideline-based protocol, but not other
studied individual process measures, has decreased the likelihood of mortality and complications in cardiac surgery but not orthopedic surgery. We did not find any studies of performance measures collected in the inpatient setting that directly assessed the quality of postoperative bundles of care.

**Implications for Policy and Implementation**

Possible minimum requirements for Choice providers include acceptable performance on national rankings, compatible operational infrastructure, and ability to comply with an agreed-upon wait time threshold. In addition to these minimum requirements, the Office of Community Care could consider the added value of the performance measures that this review has identified as being indicators of desirable health outcomes. These include the single measures of 30-day mortality, a direct health outcome measure, and/or 30-day readmission, the indirect measure with the strongest association with mortality – both of which are commonly measured by surgery programs. Another option is to use a composite performance measure that includes mortality, readmission, and other process measures – such as the Society of Thoracic Surgeons’ (STS) composite CABG measure. Also, we recommend use of public reporting program participation and measures of efficiency as additional considerations for Choice community provider minimum standards.

However, an unintended effect of stricter performance measure-based criteria for selective contracting with Choice providers may be an undersupply of providers, which could diminish Choice’s effect on reducing Veterans’ wait times.

**Executive Summary Table 1. Summary of Findings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population: Evidence base</th>
<th>Summary of findings on validity as indicators of quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early all-cause mortality</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABG: 1 fair-quality retrospective cohort study&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No correlation between all-cause risk-adjusted in-hospital mortality with preventable mortality ($r = -0.42, P = 0.26$) ′ ′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac and orthopedic surgery: 1 good-quality retrospective cohort study&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>30-day mortality is a valid surrogate of 365-day survival in the VHA; 365-day survival in highest 30-day mortality risk decile vs others for cardiac (81% vs 91-98%) and orthopedic (77% vs 96-99%)‡ ′ ′ ‴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Readmission</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABG: 6 fair- to good-quality retrospective cohort studies&lt;sup&gt;3-8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Consistent significant association with 30-day mortality across 3 of most rigorous studies ($r$ range, 0.32 to 0.38; OR 1.14†), but not with process measures&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; ′ ′ ‴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip replacement: 1 fair-quality retrospective cohort&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Higher risk of readmission in highest vs lowest mortality quartile (11.7% vs 10.2%-10.9%; $P &lt; 0.001$), but no association with process measures ′ ‴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any orthopedic surgery: 1 good-quality retrospective cohort&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Significant association with 2 aggregate process compliance measures ($r$ range, -0.05 to -0.06) ′ ‴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surgical standard adherence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABG: 5 fair- to good-quality retrospective studies&lt;sup&gt;10-14&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Low ‘total care quality’ scores*, but not single process measures associated with increased risk of 30-day mortality and complications (OR range, 1.51 to 1.91)&lt;sup&gt;12&lt;/sup&gt; ‴ ′ ‴ ‷ Antibiotic protocol violation associated with increased mortality and complications (OR range, 7.03 to 10.16)&lt;sup&gt;14&lt;/sup&gt; ‴ ‷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Hip or knee replacement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Brief: Performance Measure-based Provider Selection</th>
<th>Evidence-based Synthesis Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Hip or knee replacement:** 2 fair-quality retrospective cohort study<sup>15,16</sup> | Nonsignificant trend toward higher rate of 30-day mortality for hospitals at bottom 50% of performance on a composite of process measures ($r = 0.116$, $P = 0.088$) ′ ′
No association of adherence to multiple individual SCIP measures and post-operative infection rates or hospital-level SSI rates, with the exception of *increased* infection rates with higher adherence to VTE prophylaxis (OR range, 1.50 to 1.91) ′ ′ |

### Wait times

| **Wait times** | **CABG:** 1 fair-quality prospective<sup>17</sup> and 1 fair-quality retrospective<sup>18</sup> cohort study. Adherence to a short delay wait time protocol significantly reduced risk of in-hospital mortality (OR 0.32, 95% CI 0.20 to 0.51) ′ ′ Use of a wait-time triage system to assign standard wait times of 0 days for emergent cases, 7 days for in-hospital urgent, 21 days for out-of-hospital semi-urgent A, and 56 days for semi-urgent B resulted in equitable composite mortality and morbidity score across waiting groups. Emergent: (OR 2.5, 95% CI 0.95 to 6.5) In-hospital urgent: (OR 0.9, 95% CI 0.4 to 1.9) Out-of-hospital semi-urgent A: (OR 0.7, 95% 0.3 to 1.6) ′ ′ |

* The “total care quality” score ranges from 0 to 5-6, where 0 means no process measures were met and 5-6 is the total number of process measures used
†ESP calculated OR using online calculator available at [https://www.medcalc.org/calc/odds_ratio.php](https://www.medcalc.org/calc/odds_ratio.php)
‡ESP calculated percentages using an online tool available at [http://arohatgi.info/WebPlotDigitizer/app/](http://arohatgi.info/WebPlotDigitizer/app/)
 Abbreviations: CABG=coronary artery bypass grafting; SCIP=Surgical Care Improvement Project; VTE=Venous Thromboembolism
Strength of evidence: ′ =Insufficient, ′ ′ =low, ′ ′ ′ =moderate, ′ ′ ′ ′ =high
EVIDENCE BRIEF

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

The ESP Coordinating Center (ESP CC) is responding to a request from the Office of Community Care for an evidence brief on the use of performance measures for selecting community cardiac and orthopedic surgical providers for the Veterans Choice Program. Findings from this evidence brief will be used to inform development of value-based community care purchasing pilots.

BACKGROUND

In 2014, after reports of long waiting times for VA clinical services, Congress passed the Veterans Access, Choice, and Accountability Act (VACCA), which expanded the criteria through which Veterans can access civilian providers. VACCA mandated the VHA to implement a new national program within 90 days that allowed Veterans to pursue care from a third-party administrator’s (TPA) network provider in their community when VHA medical facilities have long wait times or when geographic accessibility is excessively burdensome (Veterans Choice Program or “Choice”). Important aspects of VACCA are that community providers must (1) “maintain the same or similar credentials and licenses as VA providers”, and (2) enter agreements with VA to furnish care rather than an open market or ‘voucher-based’ system.

Implementation of a new national program is a complex process, and Choice’s aggressive implementation timeline created challenges. Community provider network inadequacy was among a number of specific challenges identified by the VA Office of Inspector General review of the first 11 months of Choice implementation (November 1, 2014 through September 30, 2015). The VHA is planning to replace and expand existing community care networks to improve the quality of care for some services, such as general and vascular surgeries and Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI). Possible minimum requirements for Choice providers might include acceptable performance on national rankings, compatible operational infrastructure (eg, billing systems that can process bundled payments), and ability to comply with an agreed-upon wait time threshold. In addition to such requirements, the Office of Community Care is considering using performance measures to select and monitor community providers. Initial pilots are targeting orthopedic and cardiac surgery because they are frequently performed and relatively standardized.

Health Care Quality and Purpose of Performance Measurement

A challenge in performance measurement is the variation in how quality is defined. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) defines quality of care as “the degree to which health services for individuals increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge.” Health care quality is a complex concept that encompasses clinical processes and health outcomes which are susceptible to influence by provider, system, social, socioeconomic, and patient risk factors and adherence to care. Performance measurement, a critical tool for quality improvement, is “the regular collection of data to assess whether the
correct processes are being performed and desired results are being achieved.15 As part of a quality improvement system, performance measures are used to characterize variation in quality across providers and facilities, identify substandard care, and monitor improvements in the context of quality improvement efforts.32 To better align quality with patients’ values, arguments have been made to focus performance assessment on survival beyond 30 days30 and/or the subset of preventable deaths that could have been avoided if optimal care had been delivered.1,31

**Proliferation of Performance Measures and Variation in Their Use**

There is no gold standard for performance measurement,32 and development of performance measures has proliferated over the past 2 decades. Different organizations use different sets of measures (supplemental materials Appendix A). National Quality Forum (NQF), Surgical Care Improvement Project (SCIP), American College of Surgeons’ National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (ACS NSQIP), and the VA Surgical Quality Improvement Program (VASQIP) have developed and maintain various measure sets. The number of measures ranges from 15 in SCIP33 to 135 in NSQIP.34 Most measures sets are developed by expert consensus, although the VASQIP was developed by the National VA Surgical Risk Study (NVASRS) from 1991-1993.35 Performance measure sets most often include both process and outcome measures. Common individual process measures include receipt and timing of prophylactic antibiotic, and common outcome measures include 30-day mortality and 30-day readmissions. Composite performance measures have also been created to broadly encapsulate the overall quality of care by combining information from multiple individual outcome and process performance measures into a single, comprehensive, multidimensional measure.36

To evaluate the quality of surgery services within VA, the National Surgery Office evaluates all-cause 30-day unadjusted mortality and risk-adjusted observed-to-expected (O/E) ratios for 30-day mortality and morbidity for VASQIP-assessed procedures. Expected figures are calculated using VASQIP models that consider the patient populations’ associated risk factors. Surgical care delivery is evaluated by case review and site visit for any program whose outcomes deviate with statistical significance from national program O/E ratios.2 Other organizations base their evaluation of surgical quality on other measures. For example, the Society of Thoracic Surgeons (STS)37-39 evaluates quality of cardiac surgery using risk-adjusted mortality, risk-adjusted morbidity, optimal surgical techniques, and NQF recommended medications.40 Consumer Reports publishes rankings based on these STS measures. Hospital Compare, from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS), reports results from the American College of Surgeons’ National Surgery Quality Improvement Program (ACS-NSQIP), which, like VASQIP, relies on review of medical records rather than on insurance claims.41 US News & World Report rankings, which are developed by RTI International, uses the 3M Health Information Systems Medicare Severity Grouper, reputational surveys, and hospital indicators such as staffing ratios and surgical volume to rate surgery centers.42

**Use of Performance Measures for Competency Assessment**

Performance measures were originally designed for various internal uses, such as to monitor and improve quality and efficiency. In this context, it is sufficient to subjectively view performance measures as relevant indicators of health care quality. Performance measures have been adapted for use in external competency assessment and to reduce payment and contracting opportunities for poor performers.43,44 For example, CMS’s Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program (HRRP) uses Excess Readmission Ratios (ERRs) to determine hospitals’ reimbursement levels
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for Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) and elective primary Total Hip and/or Total Knee Arthroplasty (THA/TKA). A 2014 RAND Corporation research report found that value-based purchasing programs (e.g., pay-for-performance, accountable care organizations, bundled payments) typically determine reimbursement based on measures of clinical process and intermediate outcomes, patient safety measures, utilization, patient experience, and, to a more limited degree, outcomes and structural elements. Because the use of performance measures in these ways has potential financial consequences for providers, it is important that the measures that are used can be applied consistently, reliably, and equitably; are feasible to collect in community practice settings; and are valid quality indicators— that is, have been shown to be predictive of or associated with health outcomes.

How to Choose Performance Measures for Selective Contracting

With the proliferation of performance measures, it is important to have a framework for deciding (1) which measures to use to select and monitor community providers, and (2) how to use them. One clear principle is to use a small set of measures that focuses on the highest-priority clinical goals. After a period of time in which the number of new performance measures adopted by the VA and non-VA organizations grew, we have begun to reduce the number and focus on the most important measures. Secondly, use valid measures—measures that directly measure or have been proven to be strong indicators of health outcomes. Applying these principles may reduce feelings of measurement overload and measurement irrelevance. A third principle is to apply measures judiciously, rather than formulaically. This means adjusting for factors outside the hospital’s control, such as social and economic conditions. More detailed criteria for equitable performance measurement have been proposed. Equitable performance measures should: (1) have established standards for satisfactory performance, (2) be collected in a standardized and reliable way, (3) be applicable to a group of patients of sufficient size to provide reliable estimates for individual physicians, (4) be adjusted for confounding patient factors, (5) be attributable to individual physicians, (6) be feasible to collect, (7) be representative of the activities of the specialty, and (8) have minimal unintended consequences.

However, several information gaps make it difficult to adapt performance measurement to the purposes of selecting and monitoring community providers. Although there are a large number of measures meant as indirect indicators of health outcomes (e.g., readmissions, process measures, etc), there is uncertainty about their actual association with health outcomes (e.g., mortality, quality of life, or function). For example, although a 1997 review by Ashton et al found 31-day readmission to be a valid indicator of quality of care based on its association with process of care measures, it did not evaluate association with patient-centered outcomes. Also, although there is general agreement that in order to fairly compare hospital performance based on health outcomes, measures must be risk-adjusted based on patient-level factors to account for differences in case mix, further development may be needed to improve their ability to not discriminate against high-risk patients and to answer questions about whether and how to adjust for broader social and environmental factors. Finally, although performance measurement has been key in increasing utilization of evidence-based practices, concern has been expressed that it has created an array of unintended consequences including overtreatment, diminished attention to patient needs and preferences, providers’ feelings of loss of autonomy, and gaming. However, recent systematic reviews have found that few studies have evaluated unintended effects at least in the context of value-based payment implementations.
The goal of this rapid evidence brief is to determine whether certain performance measures meant as indirect indicators of health outcomes are associated with actual health outcomes and evaluate their measurement burden, and their potential unintended consequences.

**SCOPE/ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK**

The underlying logic that guided our review is that the impact of using performance measures as criteria for selecting providers depends on whether the measures are indicative of lower complication and readmission rates, improved long-term survival and quality of life, and have acceptable measurement burden and unintended effects. The analytic framework (Figure 1) visually depicts this logic. The Key Questions and Inclusion Criteria define our specific focus within this framework.

**Figure 1: Analytic Framework**

![Analytic Framework Diagram](image)

**Key Question 1:** When used as criteria for selecting providers, are certain performance measures valid indicators of surgical quality?

   a) Is satisfactory performance on certain process standards associated with improved complications, lower readmissions, early survival, and long-term outcomes?

   b) Are reduced readmission rates associated with improved early survival and long-term outcomes?

   c) Is improved early survival associated with improved long-term outcomes?

**Key Question 2:** What is the comparative measurement burden of different performance measures?

**Key Question 3:** What are the unintended effects of using performance measures for selective contracting of community providers?
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

The ESP included studies that met the following criteria:

- **Surgical services:** Orthopedic and cardiac surgery services. We prioritized non-emergent total hip replacement, total knee replacement, and coronary artery bypass surgeries (CABG) as those are the most common VASQIP-assessed procedures.

- **Health outcome performance measures:** Early readmission rates, mortality rates

- **Process performance measures:** Post-operative plan of continuing care (e.g., rehabilitation plan), wait times, adherence to surgical standards (e.g., guideline compliance, infection-related outcome sets (e.g., SCIP))

- **Measurement burden:** IT environment characteristics (e.g., automated methods for collecting and auditing data, certification, interoperability), public reporting, audit and feedback, and electronic decision-support tools, chart review

- **Unintended effects:** Gaming, risk-based patient selection, appropriateness of care, changes in disparities, spillover effects, et cetera

- **Timing:** Any study follow-up durations

- **Setting:** Any

- **Study design:** Any, but may prioritize to accommodate timeline using a best-evidence approach
METHODS

To identify articles relevant to the key questions, our research librarian searched MEDLINE®, CINAHL, CCRT, CDSR, and NHS Economic Evaluation up to 06/19/2017 using terms for quality indicators, cardiac or orthopedic surgery, and specific measures of interest (see Appendix B in the supplemental materials for complete search strategies). Additional citations were identified from hand-searching reference lists and consultation with content experts. We limited the search to published and indexed articles involving human subjects available in the English language. Study selection was based on the eligibility criteria described above. Titles, abstracts, and full texts were reviewed by one investigator and checked by another. All disagreements were resolved by consensus.

We used predefined criteria to rate the internal validity of all controlled cohort studies. We abstracted data on setting, population, measurement methods, and results from all controlled cohort studies using a standardized form. All data abstraction and internal validity ratings were first completed by one reviewer and then checked by another. All disagreements were resolved by consensus.

We informally graded the strength of the evidence based on the AHRQ Methods Guide for Comparative Effectiveness Reviews, by considering risk of bias (includes study design and aggregate quality), consistency, directness, and precision of the evidence. Ratings typically range from high to insufficient, reflecting our confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect. For this review, we applied the following general algorithm: evidence comprised primarily of uncontrolled case series or retrospective cohort studies with high risk of bias received ratings of ‘insufficient’; evidence consisting of a single retrospective good-quality study received a rating of ‘low strength’; and evidence consisting of multiple retrospective and/or prospective, consistent, precise, fair-to-good quality studies received a rating of ‘moderate strength’. We found no ‘high-strength’ evidence, but this generally would have been comprised of multiple, prospective, good-quality, precise cohort studies. We synthesized the evidence qualitatively, as meta-analysis was not suitable due to limited data or heterogeneity.

A draft version of this report was reviewed by technical experts selected to represent relevant specialties including surgery, value-based purchasing, and systematic review methodology. Their comments and our responses are available in Appendix E in the supplemental materials.
RESULTS

LITERATURE FLOW

The literature flow diagram (Figure 2) summarizes the results of the search and study selection processes.

**Figure 2: Literature Flowchart**

Searches resulted in 3,519 unique potentially relevant articles. Overall, we included 38 studies: 6 systematic reviews60-65 one randomized controlled trial,66 and 31 observational studies.1-12,14-18,67-80 Only 4 of the observational studies were prospective cohorts,8,14,17,66 with the rest being retrospective. Eleven studies addressed adherence to a surgical standard,10-12,14-16,68,71,72,74,76 7 addressed readmission,3-9 18 addressed wait times,17,18,60-67,69,70,73,75,77,79-81 and 2 addressed mortality.1,2 Detailed reasons for study exclusion are provided in Appendix C in the
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supplemental materials. More than half of the studies were multicenter (66%) and within the US (53%), but only 44% used data collected in the last decade. Median sample size was 2,218 (range 47 to 2,121,215). Of the studies we formally quality assessed, most were good2-4,7-12,72 or fair quality.1,5,6,14-18 We rated 4 studies as poor quality for lack of adjustment for potential confounders, lack of information on missing data, and/or potential risk of selection bias.68,71,74,76 Sixteen studies had high levels of adjustment for patient-, procedure-, and provider-level factors,2-5,7-12,14,16,18,66,72,81 while 7 studies adjusted for patient-level factors only,1,6,15,17,67,74,76 and 2 studies did not adjust for any confounding factors.68,71 We did not formally assess the quality of the systematic reviews or 7 studies in orthopedic fracture populations,69,70,73,75,77,79,80 as these emergency populations were of less direct relevance to this review (full details of data abstraction and quality assessment in Appendix D in the supplemental materials).

KEY QUESTION 1A: Is satisfactory performance on certain process standards associated with improved complications, lower readmissions, early survival, and long-term outcomes?

Wait Time

Adherence to standardized CABG wait time protocols shows a decrease in the likelihood of mortality.17,18 We found no studies on wait times for total knee replacements or total hip replacements. For emergent hip fracture repair in the elderly, delays beyond 24-48 hours are associated with increased mortality and complications, but this evidence likely has limited applicability to the non-emergent, elective surgery populations of greatest interest in this review.

Cardiac Surgery

Delays exceeding British Columbia provincial wait list guidelines (6 weeks for semiurgent and 12 weeks for nonurgent) were associated with increased probability of in-hospital death based on findings from a large, nationally representative retrospective cohort study in a cardiac surgery population awaiting CABG (Table 1).18 This study evaluated the association of adherence to 2 separate established wait time guidelines – British Columbia provincial and the stricter Canadian Cardiac Society (CCS) (2 weeks for semiurgent and 6 weeks for nonurgent) – and in-hospital mortality by comparing outcomes across 3 categories of delays: short (within CCS timeframes), prolonged (longer than CCS but within provincial targets), and excessive (longer than both guidelines). Adherence to at least the provincial guidelines could potentially decrease risk of in-hospital mortality, as the short CCS timeframes had a protective effect compared with nonadherence with both guidelines, but not compared to the provincial guideline adherence. The validity of adherence to a strict wait time protocol as an indicator of quality of care is also supported by the finding that use of a wait-time triage system to assign standard wait times of 0 days for emergent cases, 7 days for in-hospital urgent, 21 days for out-of-hospital semi-urgent A, and 56 days for semi-urgent B resulted in equitable mortality and morbidity across waiting groups.17 Although the supporting study likely had limited statistical power and applicability because it focused on a small sample of patients with left main coronary artery disease from a single hospital in Halifax, its approach to evaluating the safety of using a standardized triage system for determining CABG wait times is an important mechanism for evaluating the validity of wait time protocols as quality indicators.17 No studies reported on readmission, complication or other outcomes of interest. Both studies17,18 adjusted for patient, clinical, and surgical factors (see appendix D), but were conducted outside the US, so their applicability to the US health care system is limited.
Table 1. Cardiovascular Surgery Wait Times and Patient Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Year</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Mortality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Légaré 2005(^{17})</td>
<td>1 hospital in Halifax, Nova Scotia N=561 1999-2003</td>
<td>CABG among patients with stenosis of the left main coronary artery</td>
<td>Composite measure* including in-hospital mortality rate for: Wait longer than standard waiting time OR 0.7 (95% CI 0.4 to 1.2) Queue assignment compared to out-of-hospital semi-urgent B for composite score: Emergent OR 2.5 (95% CI 0.95 to 6.5) In-house urgent OR 0.9 (95% CI 0.4 to 1.9) Out-of-hospital semi-urgent A OR 0.7 (95% CI 0.3 to 1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobolev 2012(^{18})</td>
<td>4 cardiac centers in British Columbia, population-based patient registry N=9,593 1992-2006</td>
<td>CABG</td>
<td>In-hospital mortality rate for: Excessive delay OR 1.00 (Reference) Prolonged delay OR 0.78 (95% CI 0.38 to 1.63) Short delay OR 0.32 (95% CI 0.20 to 0.51)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Comprised in-hospital death from any cause, mechanical ventilation for more than 24 hours postoperatively, and postoperative length of hospital stay of more than 9 days

Abbreviations: CABG=Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting; OR=Odds Ratio

**Emergent Fracture Repair**

Early surgery (usually within 24-48 hours) was associated with reduced mortality (OR 0.74, 95% CI 0.67 to 0.81) in elderly patients with hip fractures needing emergent repair according to the best evidence from a 2012 good-quality systematic review of 35 studies.\(^62\) However, it is important to note that adjusted and unadjusted data were combined, and the cut-off time for wait time and mortality varied by study. When stratified by cut-off time for surgical delay (<12, <24, <48, <96 hours), results showed a significant association between wait time and mortality for wait times within 24-48 hours, but no association between other cut-off times. Among systematic reviews that looked at complications in this population,\(^61,64,65\) the most recent good-quality systematic review\(^65\) found early surgery (within 24-48 hours) to be associated with decreased rates of pneumonia (RR 0.59; 95% CI 0.37 to 0.93; 2 studies; N=2793) and pressure sores (RR 0.48; 95% CI 0.34 to 0.69; 3 studies; N=3023), but not deep vein thrombosis (RR 0.97; 95% CI 0.56 to 1.68; 2 studies; N=4679) or pulmonary embolism (RR 0.66; 95% CI 0.17 to 2.58; 2 studies; N=2822). The study authors caution that their confidence in the finding is limited because the included primary studies did not adjust for potential confounding factors.\(^65\)

Findings from subsequently published primary literature neither confirm nor refute these findings due to their serious methodological limitations or use of a prolonged follow-up period.\(^67,75,81\) Wait times exceeding 24 hours were not associated with 1-year mortality in a sample of 567 people admitted to a single orthogeriatric unit in Oslo.\(^67\) This study was underpowered to find a difference; post-hoc power for the study was 42.2% and revealed that a future study to would require 1,249 patients to reach adequate power.\(^82\) In a sample of 828
patients in Italy, wait times exceeding 48 hours were not associated with 2-year mortality. A strength of this study was its adjustment for comorbidities. But it is unclear how comparable findings from a 2-year follow-up period are to the most recent systematic review in which the mean follow-up period was unspecified, but most likely shorter. Finally, the most recent study found no association between wait time and mortality in the elderly hip fracture population. However, we have limited confidence in its findings due to the lack of adjustment for any potential confounders and small sample size.

In hip fracture repair populations not restricted to the elderly, one good-quality systematic review found that the majority of studies (14/24) that adequately controlled for confounding did not find a correlation between wait time and mortality, but found that delays increased risk of complications. Results were consistent regardless of variation in adjustment, cut-off time for wait time, and cut-off time for mortality. Among 4 subsequently published primary studies, results from the single study that adequately controlled for potential confounding (adjusted for age, gender, race, comorbidity burden, insurance status, day of admission, hospital size, teaching status, and region) were consistent with and strengthen the findings of the systematic review (Table 2).

In patients undergoing emergent ankle fracture repair, delayed surgery (>24 hours, up to 14 days) significantly increased risk of wound complications in 6 of 11 studies. Although we did not formally rate the quality of these studies in this lower-priority population, the strength of evidence is likely very low because they were small – sample sizes < 100 – and did not control for potential confounding.

In patients with multiple fractures, one retrospective cohort of 1005 patients at a single Level 1 trauma center provides low-strength evidence that performing fixation of unstable axial fractures within 24 hours of the trauma significantly reduced risk of complications. The applicability of this evidence to the non-emergent surgeries of interest is likely low.

**Table 2. Wait Time and Patient Outcomes in Orthopedic Surgery (Studies not captured in systematic reviews)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Year</th>
<th>Population/Setting</th>
<th>Mortality</th>
<th>Complications/Readmissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hip fracture (elderly)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holvik 2010</td>
<td>Oslo, Norway 2007-2008</td>
<td>1-year all-cause mortality rate for ≤24 hours vs &gt;24 hours RR= 0.48 (95% CI 0.21 to 1.10)</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=567</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karademir 2015</td>
<td>Istanbul, Turkey Timeframe NR</td>
<td>1-year all-cause mortality rate for ≤5 days vs &gt;5 days P=0.5</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meessen, 2014</td>
<td>Varese, Italy 2009</td>
<td>2y all-cause mortality rate for ≤48h vs &gt;48h*: (data not reported) P&gt;0.05</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=828</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip fracture (non-elderly)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clague, 2002</td>
<td>1 UK hospital, 1996-1999</td>
<td>In-hospital mortality rate for ≤24h vs &gt;24h (data not reported) P&gt;0.05</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=462</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence Brief: Performance Measure-based Provider Selection</td>
<td>Evidence-based Synthesis Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90d mortality rate for ≤24h vs &gt;24h (data not reported) P&gt;0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths, 2013[^70]</td>
<td>1 UK hospital</td>
<td>30d mortality rate for ≤72h vs &gt;72h (data not reported) P=0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=60</td>
<td>30d complication rate for ≤72h vs &gt;72h (Data not reported) P=0.008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lund, 2014[^73]</td>
<td>Danish National Registry of Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N=6,143</td>
<td>1-year all-cause mortality rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0-12h: HR 1.00 (reference)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12-24h: HR 0.89 (95% CI 0.78 to 1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24-48h: HR 1.03 (95% CI 0.91 to 1.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48-72h: HR 1.02 (95% CI 0.84 to 1.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72-96h: HR 1.10 (95% CI 0.83 to 1.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;96h: HR 1.05 (95% CI 0.81 to 1.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lurati-Buse, 2014[^66]</td>
<td>2 hospitals in Canada and 1 in India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N=60</td>
<td>30-day mortality rate for accelerated care (shorter wait time) and standard care (longer wait time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OR 0.22 (95% CI 0.02 to 2.14)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan, 2015[^77]</td>
<td>US National inpatient sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N=2,121,215</td>
<td>In-hospital mortality rate*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0-day: OR 1 (reference)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-day: OR 1.02 (95% CI 0.96-1.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-day: OR 1.14 (95% CI 1.06-1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥3-days: OR 1.34 (95% CI 1.23-1.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In-hospital complication rate*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0-day: OR 1 (reference)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-day: OR 1.09 (95% CI 1.06-1.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-day: OR 1.33 (95% CI 1.29-1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥3-days: OR 2.08 (95% CI 2.00-2.16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: OR odds ratio; HR=hazard ratio; RR=relative risk; h=hours; y=year; NR=not reported
* = adjusted for confounding variables; ** = ESP-calculated

**Surgical Standards**

Low ‘total care quality’ scores moderately increased risk of 30-day mortality and complications following CABG (OR range, 1.51 to 1.91; low strength of evidence; 2 studies).[10,12] The ‘total care quality’ score ranges from 0 to 5-6, where 0 means no process measures were met and 5-6 is the total number of process measures used. Adherence to individual cardiac surgery process measures was generally not associated with reduced mortality and complications, except that violation of an antibiotic prophylaxis guideline-based protocol increased risk of mortality and surgical site infections (OR range 7.03 to 10.16; low strength of evidence; one study).[14] For orthopedic surgery, among 4 studies the best studies provided low-strength evidence that a composite quality score of CMS NQF measures, and adherence to individual SCIP measures were not valid indicators of either mortality or complications.[15,16]

**Cardiac Surgery**

In cardiac surgery populations, composite scores of ‘total care quality’ (ie, total number of individual process measures missed) may better predict patient health outcomes than adherence to an individual process measure (Table 3). Two good-quality studies examined adherence to surgical quality measures in cardiac surgery using a composite quality score based on the total number of recommended NQF or SCIP measures achieved.[10,12] One study of 81,289 CABG patients found increased 30-day mortality with increasing proportion of patients who failed to receive recommended Surgical Care Improvement Project (SCIP) measures.[10] This study found no association between the number of missed measures and readmission.[10] Another study of 2,218 CABG patients found higher odds of several complications for patients with a low quality
score based on the number of National Quality Forum (NQF) process measures achieved (range 0 to 5, 5 = high quality care, all other scores = low quality care).12

Among individual cardiac surgery process measures studied (Table 3),11,13,14,74 only adherence to an antibiotic prophylaxis guideline-based protocol improved outcomes.14 Initiating the first skin incision for elective cardiac surgery before the end of vancomycin infusion was associated with large increased risk of surgical site infection rates and mortality in-hospital or within 30 days in a prospective study of 741 adults from a single center in a 1200-bed tertiary care university hospital in Italy.14 Three other studies investigated adherence or lack of adherence to a single measure, pre-operative beta-blocker use11 and blood glucose maintenance.13,74 These studies found no association between adherence to surgical standards and 30-day mortality or complications.11,13,74 An additional pre-post study found decreased infection rates after implementation of an enhanced targeted infection control program, including education, improved hygiene, MRSA screening, care pathways, and antimicrobial surgical prophylaxis. However, this study was limited by no control for potential confounders and did not specifically assess adherence to the antimicrobial surgical prophylaxis.68 These results indicate that composite measures or ‘all or none’ measures of surgical standard adherence may better measure overall quality of care, as they evaluate the overall system of care for several processes. In contrast, adherence to single surgical standards may be influenced by the practices of single team members.83

These studies were generally of good quality, using rigorous methods to adjust for potential confounding, and 3 out of the 7 studies were multicenter.10-12 The exceptions were 2 studies that inadequately addressed potential confounding factors, either only controlling for a single factor or not controlling for any potential confounders.68,74 As most of these studies were in CABG patients – which is a well-developed and frequently performed surgery – these results might not be applicable to other types of cardiac surgery.12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Year</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Measure Details</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Composite Measure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auerbach, 2009¹⁰</td>
<td>164 US hospitals in Perspective database, 2003-2005</td>
<td>Proportion of patients who failed to receive recommended SCIP measures (# of missed measures).</td>
<td><strong>Mortality:</strong> 3 missed measures vs none missed OR 1.54 (95% CI 1.20 to 1.98), 4 or more missed measures vs none missed OR 1.63 (95% CI 1.24 to 2.15) <strong>Readmissions:</strong> 4 or more missed vs none OR 1.02 (95% CI 0.93 to 1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurlansky, 2012¹²</td>
<td>5 cardiac surgery programs associated with Columbia University, 2007-2009</td>
<td>Total quality score (0 to 5) based on number of NQF process measures achieved. 5=high-quality care, all other scores=low-quality care</td>
<td><strong>Complications:</strong> Low vs high quality score: stroke OR 1.51 (95% CI 1.18 to 1.93), reoperation OR 1.65 (95% CI 1.25 to 2.16), prolonged ventilation OR 1.54 (95% CI 1.21 to 1.96), and renal failure OR 1.91 (95% CI 1.09 to 3.35). No association with sternal infection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual Measure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brinkman, 2014¹¹</td>
<td>1,107 centers in STS database, 2008-2012</td>
<td>Adherence to use of preoperative beta-blocker within 24 hours preceding surgery (NQF).</td>
<td><strong>Mortality:</strong> Beta-blocker use vs no use: OR 0.96 (95% CI 0.88 to 1.04) <strong>Complications:</strong> Beta-blocker use vs no use: atrial fibrillation OR 1.09 (95% CI 1.06 to 1.12). No association with other complications (stroke, prolonged ventilation, reoperation, renal failure).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotogoni, 2017¹⁴</td>
<td>1 hospital in Turin, Italy, Timeframe NR</td>
<td>Adherence to prophylactic vancomycin administration timing protocol</td>
<td><strong>Mortality:</strong> Association of increased mortality with protocol violation: OR 10.16 (95% CI 2.48 to 41.58) <strong>Complications:</strong> Association of increased SSI with protocol violation: OR 7.03 (95% CI 3.41 to 14.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPar, 2014¹²</td>
<td>University of Virginia Hospital, 2010-2012</td>
<td>Adherence to SCIP measure of maintenance of 6am blood glucose levels on post-operative days 1 and 2</td>
<td><strong>Mortality:</strong> SCIP measure failure: OR 1.49 (95% CI 0.54 to 4.09) <strong>Complications:</strong> SCIP measure failure: major morbidity OR 1.51 (95% CI 0.86 to 2.67), major sternal complications OR 1.58 (95% CI 0.18 to 13.7).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonnell, 2013¹⁷⁴</td>
<td>Boston University Medical Center, 2008-2011</td>
<td>Adherence to SCIP measure of maintenance of 6am blood glucose levels on post-operative days 1 and 2</td>
<td><strong>Mortality:</strong> SCIP measure failure 1.8% vs SCIP compliant 1.7%, P=0.55 <strong>Complications:</strong> No association with complications for MI, stroke, deep sternal infection, multisystem failure, or atrial fibrillation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: STS=Society of Thoracic Surgeons; SCIP=Surgical Care Improvement Project; NQF=National Quality Forum; MI=myocardial infarction; OR=odds ratio; SSI=Surgical Site Infection
Orthopedic Surgery

Adherence to orthopedic surgical standards was consistently not associated with health outcomes in all of 4 included studies.\textsuperscript{15,16,71,76} One study examined hospital quality in hip or knee replacement surgery in 4 performance tiers based on a composite quality score of CMS NQF measures.\textsuperscript{15} This composite score included process measures (adherence to antibiotic prophylaxis standards, etc.), as well as outcome measures (readmission avoidance, etc.), but the differences in the top 20% of hospitals based on performance and the remaining hospitals were driven by the process measures. There was no significant difference in mortality across hospital tiers, but a trend toward a higher rate of mortality in tier 4 hospitals, classified as the bottom 50% of performance ($r = 0.116$, $P = 0.088$). Additionally, complication rates did not differ significantly by hospital tier, and readmission avoidance did not differ significantly between the top 20% of hospitals and all other hospitals.\textsuperscript{15} Another study examined level of compliance to SCIP measures (e.g., ‘highly compliant’ indicated greater than median level of compliance) and complications among hip arthroplasties at 128 New York state hospitals.\textsuperscript{16} This study found no association of adherence to the individual SCIP measures and post-operative infection rates or hospital-level SSI rates, with the exception of increased infection rates with higher adherence to the SCIP “VTE-2” prevention measure, which measures the percentage of hospital patients who received appropriate venous thromboembolism prophylaxis within 24 hours prior to surgery to 24 hours after surgery (post-operative infection: OR 1.50, 95% CI 1.07 to 2.12; hospital-level SSI: OR 1.91, 95% CI 1.31 to 2.79).

Two studies examined rates of complications (SSI) before and after implementation of surgical standards.\textsuperscript{71,76} One poor-quality study with no adjustment for potential confounders examined adherence to surgical antibiotic prophylaxis (SAP) among 6 hospitals in Korea before and after implementation of a national hospital evaluation program.\textsuperscript{71} Although adherence to SAP improved ($P < 0.01$), there were no significant changes in SSI rate for hip or knee arthroplasty or spine surgery. Another poor-quality study with minimal adjustment for confounders examined SSI rates before and after implementation of SCIP in a single institute in the US.\textsuperscript{76} After implementation, the SCIP rate adherence was more than 98%. Multivariate analysis (adjusting for surgery and SCIP factors) showed that SCIP adherence was associated with increased risk of superficial infection (estimate: -4.45, $P < 0.001$), and pulmonary embolism (estimate: 0.34, $P < 0.001$), but there were no significant associations with deep infection ($P = 0.46$) or deep vein thrombosis ($P = 0.51$). These findings suggest that adherence to surgical standards may not predict surgical complication rates. However, these studies are limited by lack of a concurrent control, minimal or no adjustment for potential confounding variables, and limited information on processes prior to implementation of the surgical standard programs.

Postoperative Plan of Care

In some cases, community providers will offer episode-of-care services (‘bundles of care’) that include outpatient preoperative care, inpatient care, and postoperative rehabilitation services. We did not find any studies of performance measures collected in the inpatient setting that directly assessed the quality of postoperative bundles of care.

We did not evaluate the effectiveness of strategies to reduce readmission rates through better coordination and planning of post-discharge care. Nevertheless, if an indicator such as readmission rate is used, it may be important to assess whether the provider applies strategies to prevent or detect post-discharge complications early.\textsuperscript{64} Some believe that scheduling a timely
post-hospital visit while the patient is still in the hospital may be helpful because readmissions for complications often occur before the first follow-up visit.\textsuperscript{85} The clarity of discharge instructions, better communication at the time of discharge, follow-up nursing calls, and communication between inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation services are also considered potentially useful.\textsuperscript{86}

We are aware of additional studies that investigate the use of “clinical or care pathways” on patient health outcomes.\textsuperscript{87} However, these studies are complex system-level implementation interventions designed to encourage use of evidence-based processes (e.g., flowcharts, patient education materials, checklists, mapping out of sequences) that are used for quality improvement. Although these studies measure use of these support systems, they typically don't measure adherence to the actual bundles of postoperative care standards, and this makes it difficult to determine which factors influence outcomes. As our goal is to assess measures collected in the inpatient setting that directly assessed the quality of postoperative bundles of care, we did not evaluate this broader “clinical or care pathway” literature.

**KEY QUESTION 1B: Are reduced readmission rates associated with improved early survival and long-term outcomes?**

For CABG surgery, the 3 most rigorous studies\textsuperscript{3,4,7} found a modest but consistent significant association between 30-day readmissions and 30-day mortality ($r$ range, 0.32 to 0.38; OR 1.14; moderate strength of evidence), but not with process measures. For hip replacement, there was a correlation between 30-day readmission and mortality (one study, low strength of evidence),\textsuperscript{7} but the association between readmission rates and process measures was inconsistent. Among 2 studies,\textsuperscript{7,9} readmission rates were only correlated with aggregate process compliance measures in the study with a broader orthopedic population that had wider variation in readmission rates.\textsuperscript{9}

**Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting (CABG)**

**30-day Readmission Association with 30-day Mortality**

Among 4 retrospective cohort studies, the 3 most rigorous studies\textsuperscript{3,4,7} found a modest but consistent significant association between 30-day readmissions and 30-day mortality ($r$ range, 0.32 to 0.38; OR 1.14) (Table 4).\textsuperscript{3-5,7} The most broadly applicable data comes from the only study using a national data source.\textsuperscript{7} Others used data from the states of New York,\textsuperscript{3,4} or California.\textsuperscript{5} All used risk-adjusted readmission and mortality variables, but each used slightly different analytic approaches. For example, the national Medicare data study used a standardized readmission rate whereby they calculated the composite readmission rate for each hospital by averaging the observed-to-expected (O/E) readmission ratios for the 6 procedures for the hospital and weighting each ratio on the basis of the number of cases for that procedure. Then they compared the standardized risk-adjusted readmission rates between hospitals in the highest quartile for mortality to the lowest quartile.\textsuperscript{7} In contrast, the California study observed trends in discordance among hospitals that were O/E outliers (95% CI excluded 1.0) for mortality or readmission and not both (“discordant”).\textsuperscript{5} Regardless, 3 of the 4 studies found a significant association between 30-day readmission and 30-day mortality.\textsuperscript{3,4,7} We have lower confidence in the validity of the outlier study, however, due to their use of weaker statistical methods.\textsuperscript{5} Authors of the outlier study noted that most hospitals had concordant O/E readmission and mortality rates, which “points to the likely existence of some association between readmission and mortality rates.” But, they based their conclusions on the trends they observed among the
outliers. Among outliers, 85% were “discordant” for readmission and mortality (for example, hospitals with high readmission and low mortality). This approach may exaggerate the significance of the outliers as it neglects the statistical effects among the data as a whole, which was predominantly comprised of concordant hospitals.

### Table 4. 30-day Readmission in Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting (CABG) Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Year</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Measure Details</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hannan, 2011</td>
<td>NY State Cardiac Surgery Reporting System, 2005-2007</td>
<td>Risk-adjusted hospital 30-day readmissions</td>
<td>Mortality: Association with risk-adjusted 30-day hospital mortality rates ($r=0.32$, $P=0.047$), and with hospital risk-adjusted mortality rate in highest tertile ($r=0.38$, $P=0.03$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=33,936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannan, 2003</td>
<td>NY State Cardiac Surgery Reporting System, 1999</td>
<td>Risk-adjusted hospital 30-day readmissions</td>
<td>Mortality: No statistically significant association with overall hospital risk-adjusted mortality rate ($r=0.09$, $P=0.64$), but association with hospital RAMR in highest tertile, OR 1.14 (95% CI 1.03 to 1.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=16,325</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parina, 2015</td>
<td>299 hospitals in CA, 1995-2009</td>
<td>Risk-adjusted 30-day readmission. Outliers based on 95% CIs of O/E ratio excluding 1; classified ‘discordant’ if readmission and mortality rates were not both high or both low.</td>
<td>Mortality: No association: among outliers 85% were discordant, CABG discordance rate: 78.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=296,063</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsai, 2013</td>
<td>National Medicare data, 2009-2010</td>
<td>Hospital-level composite of procedure-specific risk-adjusted 30-day readmission rates</td>
<td>Mortality: Readmission rate in highest mortality quartile=18.1% vs in lowest to third quartile=17.3%-17.4%; $P=0.013$. Process Measures: HQA surgical score. No statistically significant difference in readmission with HQA surgical score quartile ($P=0.751$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=153,496</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: OR=odds ratio; O/E=observed/expected; CABG=coronary artery bypass grafting; HQA=Hospital Quality Alliance

**Readmission Associated with 100-day Mortality**

One retrospective cohort study evaluated the association between longer-term readmission rates (within 100 days) and 30-day mortality among 14 hospitals in Israel in 1994. Although this study found that high mortality-ranked hospitals had higher rates of readmission (OR 1.34, $P = 0.003$), this finding likely has low relevance to contemporary care in the US.

**Readmission Associated with Process Measures**

Among 3 retrospective cohort studies that used diverse process measure assessment, none found a significant association with readmission. Process measure compliance assessment ranged widely and included (1) peer-reviewing charts based on a set of Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)-specified generic quality screens to evaluate care provided as acceptable
or problematic,\textsuperscript{6} (2) evaluating compliance with surgery-specific SCIP process measures (overall compliance with all 9 process measures, or number of compliant events divided by the number of opportunities to provide recommended care \textit{(ie}, non-smoker not eligible for smoking cessation counseling),\textsuperscript{9} and (3) comparing hospitals in the highest and lowest decile of the Hospital Quality Alliance (HQA) surgical score (composite of 9 process measures).\textsuperscript{7} Some authors speculated that the lack of association may be because these process measures represent just a fraction of the entire spectrum of care, and do not capture other important features such as care coordination at the time of discharge.\textsuperscript{9}

\textit{Readmission associated with composite process/outcome measures}

Lower readmission rates were weakly correlated (Spearman rank correlation= –0.154) with higher composite scores (including mortality, major morbidity, internal mammary artery graft, and NQF-endorsed perioperative medications) in a secondary subgroup analysis of 827 CMS CABG providers from the 2010 STS database.\textsuperscript{88} However, we have insufficient information to determine the strength of this evidence as this finding was only very briefly noted in the discussion section of the main study, which was devoted to the development of the readmission measure. No other information about the methodology were provided in the publication or via author request.

\textbf{Orthopedic}

\textit{30-day Readmission Association with 30-day Mortality}

One Medicare study (described above)\textsuperscript{7} evaluated the association between 30-day readmission and 30-day mortality in an orthopedic population. Among 206,175 hip replacements from National Medicare data from 2009 to 2010, there were significantly higher readmissions among hospitals in the highest quartile for mortality compared to the lowest quartile (11.7\% vs 10.2\%; P < 0.001).

\textit{30-day Readmission Association with Process Measures}

An evaluation of a broad population of fee-for-service Medicare patients from the Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program who underwent \textit{any} orthopedic procedure in 2007 found significant correlations between process performance scores and risk-standardized all-cause 30-day readmission rates.\textsuperscript{9} Correlations were -0.06 (P = 0.003) for the OM and -0.05 (P = 0.03) for the ACM for orthopedic surgery overall. Median hospital performance was 92.9\% (InterQuartile Range [IQR], 88.3\% to 95.9\%) for the OM and 71.1\% (IQR, 55.8\% to 82.6\%) for the ACM and median risk-standardized readmission rates were 9.1\% (6.9\% to 12.7\% across 10\textsuperscript{th} to 90\textsuperscript{th} percentiles). The 2 aggregate compliance measures are described above. In a narrower population of hip replacements with less variability in readmission rates across hospitals, there was no significant difference in risk-adjusted 30-day readmission across quartiles of Hospital Quality Alliance (HQA) surgical score (lowest = 11.2\%, 2\textsuperscript{nd} quartile = 11.0\%, 3\textsuperscript{rd} quartile = 10.7\%, and highest = 10.8\%).\textsuperscript{7} Both studies were of similar size and methodological quality, with only few and minor limitations. Therefore, it is likely that the significant variation in their population and process measures led to their different findings.
KEY QUESTION 1C: Is improved early survival associated with improved long-term outcomes?

Correlation Between In-Hospital All-Cause Mortality and Preventable In-Hospital Mortality

No significant correlation was found between all-cause, risk-adjusted in-hospital mortality rates and preventable in-hospital deaths based on a retrospective analysis of 347 randomly selected deaths following CABG at 9 institutions in Ontario between 1998 and 2003 (Spearman coefficient, -0.42, \( P = 0.26 \)). Preventability was rated by 2 experienced, blinded surgeons who used a standardized tool to identify preventable deaths from nurse-abstracted chart summaries. Despite that the deaths came from high-volume hospitals with a long-standing public reporting, 32% were judged preventable. Deviations in perioperative management standards were attributed as the reason for a majority of the preventable deaths. The preventability criteria, low level of inter-rater agreement (\( k \) range, 0.16 to 0.26), and reliance on retrospective chart review are major deficiencies that reduce our confidence in these findings, however. Preventability was scored using a subjective 7-point Likert scale, with ratings of “none”, “slight”, “modest”, “<50 to 50”, “<50 to 50 but close call”, “strong” and “certain”. Although an advantage of a Likert scale is that it can be quick and efficient, detection of preventability could have been strengthened by use of a more objective set of criteria representing specific standards of care.

Correlation Between 30-day Mortality and 1-year Survival

Deciles of 30-day mortality were associated with significantly different rates of survival at 365 days following VASQIP-assessed cardiac (\( N = 10,042 \)) and orthopedic (\( N = 60,515 \)) surgeries performed within the VHA from October 1, 2011 to September 30, 2013. For cardiac surgery overall, the highest 30-day mortality risk decile had a significantly lower risk of 365-day survival than other risk deciles (approximately, 81% vs 91%-98%). Findings were similar for orthopedic surgery overall, with a 365-day survival probability of 77% for the highest 30-day risk decile compared with 96% to 99% for the other risk deciles. Although the methodology of this study was strong, as this study was conducted within the VHA, it is unclear how applicable these findings are to community hospitals with varying levels of quality improvement programs in place.

KEY QUESTION 2: MEASUREMENT BURDEN

Performance measures vary in their burden of data collection and reporting. Measurement burden is an important consideration, as successful implementation depends on realistic attainability. However, we found no studies that formally evaluated comparative measurement burden. In general, measures such as mortality and readmission are often more appealing because they are the most feasible to collect as they are already being regularly collected and reported for internal and public quality improvement initiatives. However, they have the potential disadvantages of insufficiently discriminating quality-sensitive, preventable events. However, determining preventability would require committee or chart audits and would likely be resource-prohibitive. Also, risk-adjustment is necessary, but administrative databases may not capture all relevant variables and there is little consensus on which methods to use. Surgical standard adherence, postoperative plan of care, and wait times are likely associated with greater measurement burden. This is because (1) there is more variability in whether any are measured and, if so, which ones; (2) if tracked electronically, sources may have low reliability,
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and (3) they may require additional staff to set up and implement, possibly through chart review. Additionally, wait times may present additional barriers to collection. Different wait time standards may be needed for different subgroups, as safe wait times may vary by patient subgroups and surgery types. There is a risk that clinically-justified longer wait times may be penalized if medical records and/or databases lack a mechanism for recording supporting documentation. For example, frailer patients may be more likely to be delayed due to need for stabilization prior to surgery.

KEY QUESTION 3: UNINTENDED EFFECTS

Concern has been expressed that focus on specific performance measures may result in unintended effects such as gaming, risk-based patient selection, appropriateness of care, changes in disparities, and spillover effects. For example, 30-day readmission may be gamed by delaying readmission to 31 days instead of 30 days. Or for 30-day mortality, intensive care management and end-of-life care may be modified against the patient’s best interest to extend death beyond 30 days. Also, adherence to some surgical standards is debated for some patients (ie, beta-blockers for specific cases of off-pump revascularization) and adherence may harm those patients. For wait times, as demonstrated in the Phoenix VA Medical Center in 2014, use of a 2-week wait time performance measure – regardless of clinical need, facility capacity, and other accommodations such as secure messaging or telehealth – resulted in the manipulation of scheduling practices in order to meet performance goals. Finally, an unintended effect of using any of these performance measures for selective contracting with Choice providers is that it may result in an undersupply of providers, which could diminish Choice’s intended effect on reducing Veterans’ wait times.

Evaluation of such unintended consequences has largely been lacking. Recent systematic reviews of using various performance measures in value-based payment programs found very limited evidence assessing the extent of gaming, inconsistent evidence of effects on health disparities, and only some evidence of both positive and negative effects on unincentivized measures. The only additional evidence we found was from a recent VHA study that examined surgical mortality between postoperative days 25 and 35 and found no evidence of delayed mortality within the highest readmission decile.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Health care performance measurement is the regular collection of data on health care processes, efficiency, experiences, and/or patient outcomes to determine the degree to which providers and health systems are providing health services that “increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge.” Development of performance measures has proliferated over the past 2 decades, resulting in a wide range of individual measures of both direct and indirect indications of health outcomes, as well as comprehensive, multidimensional composite measures meant to broadly encapsulate the overall quality of care by combining information from multiple individual outcome and process performance measures. No gold standard exists and different organizations use different sets for different purposes (eg, quality improvement, competency assessment, criteria for network selection, etc). One challenge in selecting performance measures for determining Choice community provider eligibility is that there are a large number of measures meant as indirect indicators of health outcomes (eg, readmissions, process measures, etc) but uncertainty about their actual association with health outcomes (eg, mortality, quality of life, or function). The purpose of our review was to determine whether certain performance measures that are indirect indicators of health outcomes are associated with health outcomes and compare their measurement burden and unintended consequences.

The key findings of this review are:

1. Although 30-day mortality is the most commonly reported direct measure of a health outcome, its singular use has been recently criticized as unintentionally failing to accommodate patients who refuse aggressive treatments, neglecting the impact of postoperative complications on longer-term survival, and promoting manipulation of patient care to achieve better statistics. However, it is encouraging that the usefulness of 30-day mortality as a surrogate for longer-term survival was reinforced in a recent VHA study, which also found no evidence of gaming to meet a 30-day metric. It may also be feasible to collect from hospitals who are already mandated reporters through their participation in the Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program.

2. Thirty-day readmission meets several of the criteria for performance measures for selecting community providers. Thirty-day readmission rates would likely be feasible to collect as all community Medicare providers are already mandated to collect this information. For CABG, it is consistently (although modestly) associated with 30-day mortality (eg, range, 0.32 to 0.38; OR 1.14). For hip replacement, evidence is weaker but also points towards 30-day readmission as being a valid indicator of 30-day mortality. However, 30-day readmission has several potential limitations that are discussed in detail below.

3. Adherence to standardized CABG wait time protocols, a set of cardiac surgery process measures, and a specific cardiac surgery antibiotic prophylaxis guideline-based protocol, but not other studied individual process measures, has decreased the likelihood of mortality and complications in cardiac surgery. For orthopedic surgery, a composite quality score of CMS NQF measures was not a valid indicator of either
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mortality or complications. We did not find any studies of performance measures collected in the inpatient setting that directly assessed the quality of postoperative bundles of care.

4. Public reporting is an implementation factor that may mediate or moderate the association of performance measures with health outcomes. Discussions with experienced pay-for-performance researchers indicated that public reporting itself may be a strong motivator for hospital administrators and individual providers alike to improve quality. Decision-makers may consider determining eligibility of Choice community providers based on their participation in a public reporting program that involves periodic auditing. This could have the added benefit of demonstrating that providers could produce reliable measures.

Limitations of 30-day Readmission Rates

Although evidence suggests 30-day readmission is a moderately valid indicator of surgical quality and is likely reasonably feasible to assess, its limitations and potential consequences must be considered. A systematic overview of methodological aspects of readmission rates and several editorials have provided detailed evaluations of the limitations of 30-day readmissions. The most common criticism about all-cause readmission is that it is insensitive to true quality of care issues because only a minority are avoidable (~27%), with some being planned, and the majority being outside of the hospitals’ control and likely driven by factors such as mental illness, poor social support, and poor community outpatient resources. A proposed solution is to limit analyses to preventable/avoidable readmission. However, as doing so would require additional resources in the form of independent expert judgment, this is likely technically infeasible to implement. Also, our review identified evidence supporting all-cause readmission as a valid indicator of quality in the form of 30-day mortality. A second common criticism of readmission rates is that their validity is limited by variability in and lack of consensus on the methods used to adjust for case-mix. Although risk prediction models consistently adjust for some variety of patient-, surgical-, and hospital-level variables, current evidence provides limited guidance on which specific variables should be included because studies have been highly heterogenous in their methodology, patient groups, and considered variables, and have found different factors increased risk of readmission. One of the key controversies in the ongoing dialogue about risk adjustment methods is over whether to adjust for socioeconomic status (SES). CMS and NQF have argued not to include adjustment for SES in readmission risk adjustment, because factors such as SES, race, and gender may be associated with inequalities in care and these inequalities may be obscured if these factors are included in risk models. Others argue that differences in outcomes by SES may in fact be due to poorer living conditions, lack of support, and/or poorer nutrition, for which hospitals should not be accountable. Although there is much debate around this issue, it is unclear if adding SES to risk adjustment models would change actual hospital rankings. Third, although not necessarily unique to readmissions, the lack of widely acceptable thresholds for minimum performance may be a barrier to widespread use. Although thresholds must be set, there is an inherent risk of misclassifying providers or otherwise unfairly excluding providers with lower performance for idiosyncratic reasons. Finally, concern has been expressed that focus on readmission may result in neglect of other important aspects of care quality and/or gaming to achieve lower rates at the expense of patient care (i.e., admitted at 31 days instead of 30 days). Although evaluation of such unintended consequences is largely lacking, a recent VHA study that examined surgical
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mortality between postoperative days 25 and 35 by risk decile showed no evidence of delayed mortality within the highest readmission decile.2 Also, as participation in the Choice network would be voluntary and not universally imposed on the community at large, this may minimize potential unintended consequences of readmission. However, adding performance measures to Choice network participation eligibility requirements may be seen as an additional barrier for community providers and may perpetuate the current network inadequacy challenges.21

General Limitations

The main general limitations of the evidence included understudied measures, methodological features, and applicability. With few exceptions,1,2 evidence on the validity of the surgical performance measures evaluated in this review has largely neglected evaluating their association with the most patient-centered outcomes of long-term health outcomes. Also, although care coordination and follow-up care interventions have been shown to impact readmissions and there has been a call for development of innovative care transitions and postoperative care plan measures, other than one study of time to follow-up appointment timing (before or after the recommended 3 weeks),85 evidence is lacking on potential postoperative plan of care measures such as presence of pre-discharge assessment and ensuring every patient is scheduled for a follow-up visit. Also, as mentioned above, although there is much concern about the unintended consequences of using performance measures for various purposes, little research has been done in this area. Methodologically, the main strengths of these studies are that the reliability of the data sources was generally high, in that they were from established and regularly audited quality improvement databases, adequacy of adjustment for potential confounding was at least moderate, in that most at least adjusted for patient-level factors, and they likely had adequate statistical power with a median sample size of 2,218 (range 47 to 2,121,215). The main methodological weaknesses were that all but 4 were retrospective, none was able to capture events that may have occurred at hospitals other than the index hospital, and most were based on administrative databases that did not include information not captured by billing codes, such as disease severity. Although a majority of studies were within the US and multicenter, applicability is still limited because most focused on CABG and over half involved samples more than a decade old.

The main limitations of our review methods include (1) our literature search, (2) our focused scope, and (3) our use of sequential instead of independent dual assessment. For our literature search, although we searched 5 databases and other sources and used a comprehensive search strategy, the inconsistent terminology used in literature on performance measures and quality of care may have increased our risk of missing relevant studies. Second, to meet our condensed timeframe we focused our scope to the highest-priority populations and measures of the Office of Community Care. However, this limits the applicability of our findings to other populations and measures of interest. Third, although sequential dual review is a widely used method, its comparison to independent dual review has not yet been empirically studied and may have increased the risk of error and bias.

Future Research

To improve evidence about the validity of performance measures as indicators of surgical quality and increase its applicability to broader populations, high priorities for future research include (1) prospective evaluation of a broader array of modern surgical populations; (2) improving consensus on case-mix adjustment methods, which could be in the forms of an updated systematic review, as well as a new primary study that compares the use of various adjustment
methods; (3) evaluation of associations with longer-term patient-important outcomes; (4) evaluation of unintended consequences including gaming and risk-based patient selection, evaluation of appropriateness of care, changes in disparities, and spillover effects;\textsuperscript{97} and (5) evaluation of postoperative plan of care measures such as presence of pre-discharge assessment and ensuring every patient is scheduled for a follow-up visit.

As the reason for this review was to identify performance measures that are valid indicators of quality, for implementation in selective contracting with Choice community providers to improve quality of care for Veterans, implementation should be accompanied by plans not only to extend the evidence on validity, but also to evaluate the effectiveness of the implementation, including how selective contracting is affecting community providers’ experience. For the purposes of this review, although the primary interest in the validity of performance measures is in their use for selective contracting, likely they will continue to be used to monitor Choice patient outcomes as well for general quality improvement. Currently, data is routinely collected from community providers using a one-page form that is scanned into the Veterans’ charts. However, this process does not permit systematic electronic querying for data analysis. To improve capabilities to monitor Veterans’ outcomes in the community and compare to care within VHA, VA Secretary Shulkin and others have called for creation of data standards and standardized electronic data systems that would better permit aggregation of data across sites.\textsuperscript{19,44}

Implications for Policy and Implementation

Possible minimum requirements for Choice providers include acceptable performance on national rankings, compatible operational infrastructure, and ability to comply with an agreed-upon wait time threshold. In addition to these minimum requirements, the Office of Community Care could consider the added value of the performance measures that this review has identified as being indicators of desirable health outcomes. These include the single measures of 30-day mortality, a direct health outcome measure, and/or 30-day readmission, the indirect measure with the strongest association with mortality – both of which are commonly measured by surgery programs. Another option is to consider use of a composite performance measure that includes mortality, readmission, and other process measures – such as STS’s composite CABG measure. We also recommend use of public reporting program participation and measures of efficiency as additional considerations for Choice community provider minimum standards. However, an unintended effect of stricter performance measure-based criteria for selective contracting with Choice providers may be an undersupply of providers, which could diminish Choice’s effect on reducing Veterans’ wait times.

An alternative to using individual performance measures that are direct or indirect indicators of health outcomes is to use a composite performance measure\textsuperscript{36} that includes mortality, readmission, and other process measures – such as STS’s composite CABG measure. Composite performance measures are meant to broadly encapsulate the overall quality of care by combining information from multiple individual outcome and process performance measures into a single, comprehensive, multidimensional measure. An advantage of composite measures is that they can reduce data burden by translating information on a broad range of indicators that may not otherwise be possible to track. However, as with any composite performance measure, including intelligence quotients, there are a few challenges to consider. Use of a single composite measure may lose important detail on variation in performance across individual component measures. For example, an intermediate score on a composite measure may reflect excellent performance
on some measures and below-average on others. Also, all users’ unique interests, values, and preferences may not be reflected by the subjective relative weighting of different components in scoring composite measures. Ideally, choice of a composite performance measure should consider the strength of the association between its components and health outcomes, the transparency and comprehensibility of its inputs and rules, the regularity of updating to maintain clinical relevance as new information becomes available, and its reliability and validity. The Office of Community Care could consider use of a composite measure as a highly feasible and comprehensive approach to determine eligibility of community providers if they determined that the potential advantages of a composite measure outweighed its challenges and identified a rigorously developed and validated composite measure that is widely accepted and used.

We examined whether performance measures meant as indirect indicators of health outcomes are related to health outcomes and whether they are difficult (feasible) to measure, but not whether potential Choice community providers collect and report valid data. To apply performance measurement-based selective contracting, VA must be able to determine whether the providers’ data are reliably measured. Accordingly, in addition to selecting providers based on meeting thresholds for acceptable 30-day readmission and 30-day mortality rates, decision-makers may also require Choice community providers to participate in a public reporting program that involves periodic auditing, including publically available claims databases such as CMS, commercial comprehensive clinical databases such as Vizient, Crimson, Premier, etcetera, or specialty registries such as STS, ACC, or NSQUIP. This would ensure the reliability of Choice community providers’ performance measures, and the participation in public reporting itself may also be a strong motivator for quality improvement. Preferable characteristics of performance reporting programs include (1) use of defined populations, (2) longer time in operation, (3) transparency through providing data that identifies specific providers/surgical centers, and (4) evaluation across the continuum of care.

Also, although we did not evaluate measures such as length of stay and patient visits per physician per month, we suggest decision-makers consider the usefulness of such efficiency measures as a supplement to indicators of patient outcomes. For providers that meet minimum standards on direct or indirect health outcome measures, choosing more efficient providers could benefit national efforts to improve health care value.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Among performance measures meant as indirect indicators of health outcomes, 30-day readmission is the strongest indicator of 30-day mortality for CABG and for hip replacement and is feasible to measure. Its use for selecting Choice providers is reasonable, but its potential limitations must be considered. Contrary to recent criticism, the 30-day mortality measure is likely a valid surrogate for long-term survival, with a lower than expected risk of gaming. Use of a robust and widely used composite measure of direct and indirect indicators of health outcomes may also be a highly feasible and comprehensive approach to determining eligibility of Choice providers. Also, we recommend use of public reporting program participation and measures of efficiency as additional considerations for Choice community provider minimum standards. An unintended effect of using performance measures as criteria for selecting providers in general is that it may result in an undersupply of Choice providers that could diminish Choice’s intended effect of reducing Veterans’ wait times.
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